
The ‘Sting’ in STEM 



How can we increase girls’ uptake of 
maths and physics A-level?  (IFS (2018)

A*/A     Girls and Boys



A majority of girls report enjoying maths and physics, but some find the content 
and assessment methods off-putting, and are less happy with the quality of 
physics than maths teaching

Low confidence, especially in physics, appears to be a factor explaining girls’ 
reluctance to take maths and physics at A-level

Girls perceive STEM careers to be well-remunerated but male-dominated; they 
are also concerned about taking STEM subjects at A-level and university because 
few other women do so



Possible Conflating Factors…..

QUALITY OF TEACHING

SOCIAL CONDITIONING

‘DEFICIT’ MODEL  - Girls and boys differ in how they explain success/failure (Dweck, 
2000 ; Wiliam, 2018).



Attitudinal ……

…….. [??????] are more likely to dismiss their own achievements and are less 
likely to attribute any success to ability and talent, even when they outperform  

[????] 

(Stetsenko et al., 2000) 



Girls and boys and practical science
Isobel J. Robertson (2007) 

A critical examination of the evidence from the literature suggests that there 
are more similarities than differences between the performances of girls 
and boys on practical laboratory tasks………

By neglecting the assessment of practical work, there has been a failure to 
capitalize on the generally favourable attitudes of pupils, particularly those 
of girls, to this component of science courses………



The Way Forward……. Getting Practical 
Masters:   ‘Putting the Sting into Stem’ 



Feedback…..

‘Fascinating – I really enjoyed it’

‘I was nervous about doing this module because of the science, but ended up 
loving it..’

‘Learned so much by doing the practicals – I learned by doing’

‘This is so applicable to the primary classroom – my P5 class would really get 
into it!’ 

‘So much better! Much more useful than just reading about stuff in the 
literature and summarising it for an assignment’

‘This has given me lots of ideas for simple experiments to do with my class’



Workshop …… STEM TASKS
1𝑠𝑡 Task 

If you never cut or filed your nails 
from the day you were born, 
estimate how long would they be 
today?



Workshop……Kitchen Science   
2𝑛𝑑 Task - Blown Away!!  

Using objects commonly found
in the home, can you devise and 
record/photograph an experiment 
that illustrates the phenomenon of 
pressure and pressure difference?
(you have ten minutes)      



Workshop…… Stem Tasks 
3𝑟𝑑 Task 

There are 20 people gathered in a hall.
Each person wants to shake hands with everyone 
else.  
Question: 
• How many handshakes will there be altogether?
• Is there a quick way to get the answer? (you can 

use a calculator)
• Find the ‘general’ expression for the number of 

handshakes; that is for any number (‘N’ people) 
in the room. 



Workshop…… Stem Tasks

𝟒𝒕𝒉 Task:  The search for 𝝅

Circumference C of ‘circle’ 

‘Radius’ = R 

R can be found with trigonometry

π = 6 tan (180°÷6)   

The result can be generalised to any regular polygon.

Can you find the expression for π for an n-sided regular polygon?

What happens to the value of π as n gets bigger? What do you notice happening to this value, as n approaches 
infinity? 



Thanks For listening – Any Questions?



1st STEM task – Answer

Use an example:
Consider a 50 year old person.
• Assume nail growth is the same for men and women
• Assume all fingernails grow at similar rate
• Assume growth rate averages at around 3 mm a month
• Calculation: Total growth (in mm) 3 x12 = 36 mm per year
• Total growth (in mm) (in 50 years) = 36 x 50 = 1800 mm
• = 1.8 m 

• World record (recorded in 2018) for longest nail on the hand.
• Shridhar Chillal in India – longest nail  was the thumbnail ~ 1978mm  



2nd Task Answer: Kitchen Science –
Pressure Demonstrations 

The water (dyed blue) is drawn into the flask as the candle begins to go out. Why?
Answer:  Due to pressure difference. The candle is running out of oxygen for combustion and so the flame begins 
to burn less brightly and diminish. The gases inside the flask cool rapidly, contract and hence the pressure inside 
the flask drops below the air pressure outside the flask. 
This pressure difference pushes the water in the tray into the flask until pressure is equalised. 



Number of people Number of handshakes

1 0

2 1

3 3

4 6

5 10

6 15

7……. 21……

What’s the pattern?   
Ans: The number of handshakes follows the triangular 

numbers; hence the general formula is given by  
𝑛 𝑛−1

2

Try it – test it works!. So 20 people in the room, gives 190 
handshakes. 

3rd STEM task:  Answer



Homework Answer:  
searching  for The Value of Pi….



Homework Answer:  
Searching  for The Value of Pi….(continued) 

The search for Pi   (using area instead of circumference)

Notice: the polygon is inscribed within the circle 
Number of sides = 6
Side length = A

Area of each triangle = 
1

2
𝐴2 sin(

360

6
)

Total area (of all 6 triangles) = 6 X 
1

2
𝐴2 sin(

360

6
) = area of our ‘circle’ 

Using the formula for the area of a circle (π𝑅2) where the radius is represented by A, we obtain:

π ~ 6 X 
1

2
sin(

360

6
)

General formula for n-sided polygon (inscribed within circle)

π n X 
1

2
sin(

360

𝑛
) (where n approaches infinity) 

This equation (or the one on the previous page) can be ‘programmed’ 
onto an Excel sheet to observe the approach (from above or below) to Pi. 




